Please post and circulate widely. Nia:wen. MNN
Fw: Arizona: This is what Apartheid Looks Like?
From: kahntineta Bear (kahentinetha2@yahoo.com )
Sent: April 27, 2010 2:32:05 PM
To: RobertoRodriguez (xcolumn@gmail.com )
the law describes targeting "dark and short" indigenous for their documentation; it
decides who belongs, even visitors, or can be sent to private prisons; the language to
be spoken; state school curriculum will teach only greco-roman white history;
Indigenous facts are outside western civilization. sounds like white racial hysteria to
save their diminishing numbers [5% of world population in 20 years and extinct by
end of this century]. also the FEMA camps need free labor to make cheap plastic
gewgaws for the dollar stores being phased out of china. kahentinetha MNN
Mohawk Nation News
--- On Mon, 4/26/10, Roberto Rodriguez <xcolumn@gmail.com> wrote:
From: Roberto Rodriguez xcolumn@gmail.com
Subject: Arizona: This is what Apartheid Looks Like
To: "Roberto X Rodriguez" <xcolumn@gmail.com>
Received: Monday, April 26, 2010, 10:43 AM
Arizona: This is what Apartheid Looks Like
By Roberto Dr. Cintli Rodriguez
Those who think that there’s an immigration crisis in Arizona are correct, however,
this is but part of the story. The truth is, a civilizational clash is being played out in the
same state in which the state legislature questions the birthplace and legitimacy of
President Barack Obama and where Sen. John McCain competes with Senate
hopeful, J.D. Hayworth, to see who is the most anti-immigrant.
It is also the same state that several years ago, denied a holiday for Martin Luther
King Jr., and that today permits virtually anyone – on the basis of trumped-up fear –
to carry concealed weapons anywhere.
Welcome to Apartheid Arizona – the land of Sheriff Joe Arpaio, “States Rights” and a
desert that has claimed thousands of migrant lives. By way of the same extremist
legislature, the battle here is even much larger and more profound. This civilizational
clash is being waged daily here via more bills involving who belongs, what language
can be spoken here and who and what can be taught in the state’s schools. This is
beyond the notion of who is “legal.”
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Whoever said that this crisis is proof that the illegal Mexican American War never
ended is partially correct because this conflict is even older than that war in which
Mexico lost half its territory to the United States. The irony regarding the recently
signed SB 1070 – which permits law enforcement to question people about their
citizenship, based on “reasonable suspicion” – is that those principally targeted will
be those who look the “most Hispanic.”
“Looking Hispanic” has always been a misnomer; what it really means is those who
are dark and short and who look the “most Indigenous.” Truthfully, here in Arpaio
Country, that profiling that everyone fears is already here with us. And to dispel
illusions, the darkest amongst us have always been subjected to racial profiling by
the “migra” and by law enforcement agencies everywhere in the country. This is true
whether we’ve been here for a few days or for thousands of years. And to dispel
further illusions, this civilizational clash alluded to is national in scope; witness the
many hundreds of anti-immigrant bills nationwide since 2006. Only its epicenter is
here.
What is changing with SB 1070 is that racial profiling is no longer outside of the law;
here it now has legal cover. But to be sure, people of conscience will never accept it
as law. And just as Arizona Rep. Raul Grijalva is calling for a national and
international boycott of Arizona – many are calling on law enforcement to have the
moral courage to refuse to recognize SB 1070 as a law and simply view it as a
proposal until the courts decide on its constitutionality.
SB 1070 brings us to a moral precipice. After World War II, a consensus developed
here that it had been wrong to have incarcerated the Japanese in internment camps
because such action was morally wrong. Virtually no one had the courage to assert
this while it was happening. Law enforcement has that chance today, to refuse to
obey SB 1070 that is both, morally repugnant and outside of the U.S. Constitution.
Regarding the larger civilizational struggle, the context is akin to when Europeans
first came to this continent. The conquistadors came for gold, land and bodies
(slaves). The friars, on the other hand, came for souls. Similarly, the migra and
extremist legislators want bodies deported; the state school superintendent, Tom
Horne, wants souls.
Last year, the state legislature attempted to eliminate Ethnic Studies from the state’s
K-12 curriculum. The real target was Tucson Unified School District’s Mexican
American Studies (MAS) program. After young students ran from Tucson to Phoenix
in 115 degree heat, the bill was defeated. This year, a similar, yet more preposterous
bill is back. HB 2281 seeks to outlaw curriculum that is anti-American and that
advocates the violent overthrow of the U.S. government. The bill creates a
mechanism by which books will be judged to be in compliance. American Indian and
African American classes are exempted and thus the clear target again is the MAS
program. Horne is on record claiming that only things from Western Civilization
(Greco-Roman) should be taught in Arizona schools. Pre-Colombian Indigenous
knowledge from this continent – the foundation for the highly successful MAS
program – is considered outside of Western Civilization.
Amid the immigration crisis, the legislature is slated to also pass HB 2281 this week.
This conjures up the line from the movie, The Other Conquest: “They came for our
souls, but they didn’t know where to look.”
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President Obama and Congress may yet nullify SB 1070 and similar bills nationwide,
but this will not discourage those who continue to want our bodies… and souls.
Rodriguez, an assistant professor at the University of Arizona, can be reached at:
XColumn@gmail.com

Re: NEW AZ LAW TO HARASS "ILLEGALS"?
From: kahntineta Bear (kahentinetha2@yahoo.com)
Sent: April 27, 2010 9:46:47 AM
To: JERRY MCGOVERN (jerrymcgovern@netzero.net )
"illegal aliens" have long ears, fangs and one eye which is mostly asleep; thick
wrinkly purple skin and a long flapping tail with a tin cup on the end of it. it marches
without bending its legs and holds it's arms straight out in front. it lives by trying to
suck the life out of everything with its long salivating tongue. without creatures to
live off of or do everything for them, they die out. lots of these alien leeches can be
found in ottawa and washington. kahentinetha, MNN Mohawk Nation News
--- On Mon, 4/26/10, JERRY MCGOVERN <jerrymcgovern@netzero.net> wrote:

From: JERRY MCGOVERN <jerrymcgovern@netzero.net>
Subject: NEW AZ LAW
To: jerrymcgovern@netzero.net
Received: Monday, April 26, 2010, 9:10 PM

NEW ARIZONA LAW:
Governor Brewer: "I do not know what an illegal alien looks like"
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SJrcVvfv26Q
I DON'T KNOW...

RETURN TO SENDER
MNN. Apr. 14, 2010. A parasite lives in or on a host and sucks nourishment. It can’t
live independently. Otherwise it perishes. It’s like a cancer cell spreading and
colonizing the entire body eventually killing it.
The parasites developed capitalism so a few leeches can live off the labor and
generosity of other races. They invaded the Western Hemisphere bringing nothing
with them except murderous weapons and mind controlling religions.
Indigenous hosts were always aware that the parasites were deadly foes and tried
shaking them off. They cannot provide for themselves and want our land and
resources for free!
To steal this, the parasites advocated, motivated, planned, organized, ordered and
implemented the murder of over 100 million of us.
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The parasites invented the usury system. Paper is printed and loaned at high or
illegal interest rates. The debt is collected by hook or by crook.
Parasites need artificial hierarchical authority backed by military might. The
repressive apparatus is run by syndicates under their control.
The masses are trained to obey. The parasite constantly scares and threatens the
host and tells them they can’t iive without them.
Can the parasite change its inner nature? A maple tree can’t be changed into a pine.
European and Western states lure non-white “aliens” into their cities to accept lower
wages and threats of being kicked out if they complain. They want these
“immigrants” to become their hosts to live off their backs. Many hosts realize they
don’t have to serve them.
Rather than pitch in and do their share, the white race is dying off. They think
everyone else should die off too. President Obama wants to store nuclear waste in
the US and might keep nuclear bombs under his bed to use as he sees fit.
Various current ideologies, movements and cults are meant to preserve the
parasites. They falsely believe they own the land, waters, skies, satellites, radar,
nuclear energy and so on. The masses say nothing. They attach themselves to the
fake materialist world thinking they will be saved.
Parasites are always looking for or creating new hosts to latch onto their energy,
resources and move onto the next host.
It is said indigenous were created from the earth and the white race was created by
froth on the beach. We can use our blueprint, the Kaianerehkowa, to rebuild our
societies. It will be easier now that the blockers are voluntarily leaving us.
Kahentinetha, MNN Mohawk Nation News
Kahentinetha2@yahoo.com For more news, books, to donate and to sign up for
MNN newsletters go to www.mohawknationnews.com
Store: Indigenous author – Kahnawake books – Mohawk Warriors Three – Warriors
Hand Book – Rebuilding the Iroquois Confederacy.
Category: World – Indian holocaust/genocide – Great Turtle Island – History – New
World Order.
Tags: North American Indians – Turtle Island – Indian holocaust/genocide –
Canada/US/Mexico – NAU North American Union – History Canada/US – United
Nations.

Cats Leaving the Cradle
MNN. Apr. 9, 2010. When the English defeated the French to steal Great Turtle
Island, the Catholic Church started the “revenge of the cradle”. Priests ordered the
French women to have 10 or more children to eventually outnumber the English and
take over. It worked for a while. Now the white race is dying out.
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Whites think they need a large uneducated slave class on whose back they can build
their economy and country. There’s been a backlash.
The white race has over 250 defective genes and disorders and the most infertile
men and women. In two world wars they killed off tens of millions of their people.
In the 1960s whites were 12.5% of the world population. Today they are 7.2%. By
2030 they will be 5%.
In 1974 former US Secretary of State Henry Kissinger called for a worldwide
depopulation program. He never thought his race would be aborting themselves out
of existence.
By 2050 the white race will be a minority on Great Turtle Island.
The white population growth in the US is 7% a year; Blacks are 15% of the
population; and Hispanics, as Indigenous are called, are increasing by 194% a year.
20% are elders and will live in third world living conditions due to the depletion of the
economy and tax base.
The Planned Parenthood and Eugenics Society complain that those least fit to carry
on their race are increasing more rapidly. To maintain their civilization, they
recommend not helping those who should never have been born.
In Europe the self-exterminating whites live for luxury like the Americans. For
example, for every 9 live births there are 10 deaths in Britain. In Germany it’s 5.
They are thinking of bringing back 10 million Germans from the US.
By the end of the 21st Century there will be no white people on Great Turtle Island
and possibly none in the world.
So long, visitors. Don’t let the door hit your ass on the way out.
Whites will become like an aging dinosaur in the distant past. Many of this
endangered species are already living in gated communities.
In 1897 US explorer Robert E. Peary lured 6 Greenland Inuit to the American
Museum of Natural History in New York City. Four died. One returned home. One,
Minik’s father, was secretly skinned, studied and put in a display case. In 1993 he
was finally returned home and given an Inuit burial. Unlike the white race, we prefer
live exhibits!

Kahentinetha, MNN Mohawk Nation News kahentinetha2@yahoo.com For more
news, books, to donate and to sign up for MNN newsletters, go to
www.mohawknationnews.com
Store: Aboriginal author – Kahnawake books – Mohawk Warriors Three – Warriors
Handbook – Rebuilding the Iroquois Confederacy.
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